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On Sensorless Induction Motor Drives: Sliding
Mode Observer and Output Feedback Controller
Malek GHANES and Gang ZHENG
Abstract— In this paper, a sensorless output feedback con-
troller is designed in order to drive the Induction Motor (IM)
without the use of flux and speed sensors. Firstly, a new sliding
mode observer that uses only the measured stator currents
is synthesized to estimate the speed, the flux and the load
torque. Secondly, a current-based field oriented sliding mode
control is developed so as to steer the estimated speed and flux
magnitude to the desired references. Stability analysis based on
Lyapunov theory is also presented in order to guarantee the
closed loop stability of the proposed observer-control system.
Two experimental results for a 1.5-kW IM are presented and
analyzed by taking into account the unobservability phenomena
of the Sensorless Induction Motor (SIM).
I. INTRODUCTION
Vector controlled IM drives are wide spread electromechan-
ical conversion systems with efficient energy [4] for high-
dynamic performance applications, where motion control or
high precision speed control is needed [22]. Since rotational
transducers and their associated digital or analogue circuits
give extra costs and are often complex and rather fragile,
reducing the robustness of the total system, there is an increas-
ing interest in industry in control schemes without rotational
sensors-the so-called SIM control. We refer the reader to [12]
for a tutorial account on the topic.
Given that high-performance controllers are readily avail-
able when speed and flux are known, it seems reasonable to
estimate speed and flux, in the spirit of observer and control
theories, to replace in the control scheme the actual speed
and flux by its estimation. Several theoretical and practical
solutions have been proposed in the literature. For instance, in
[16] an algorithm for simultaneous estimation of motor speed
and rotor resistance is proposed. A semi-global exponential
rotor velocity and flux tracking algorithm is proved in [8]. In
[17], a second-order control algorithm is designed including
a rotor speed observer. An estimator of rotor speed and
an indirect field-oriented control with a sliding mode are
proposed in [1]. In [19], based on the model reference
adaptive system (MRAS), a sensorless method estimating the
rotor position and speed from the machine rotor currents is
presented. Reduced and full order observers for flux and speed
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estimation of sensorless induction-motor drives are analyzed
in [11]. In [6] the problems of current decoupling control and
controller tuning associated with sensorless vector-controlled
induction motor drives are studied. Parallel identification
schemes for both speed and stator resistance of sensorless
induction motor drives are proposed in [25] for a wide range of
speed estimation. Nevertheless for most of these contributions,
rotor flux information and/or knowledge of load torque (and/or
acknowledge load torque considered constant) are needed for
controller implementation. On the other hand, removing the
speed sensors affects the IM observability property at very
low speed. Important contributions in this direction have been
reported in [9], where under some operating conditions (low
speed) the IM is not observable. Furthermore, strategies based
on IM spatial saliency methods with fundamental excitation
and high frequency signal injection [12], extended Kalman
filter techniques and adaptive system approaches [18] have
been studied. The sensorless control of IM allowing operation
at very low speed can also be found in [7], [8], [9], [10], [13],
[21].
The first main contribution of this paper is to design a new
sliding mode observer for the SIM in presence of unknown
load torque. And experimental results show the performances
of the observer thanks to a dedicated Sensorless Observer
Benchmark to test observers in open loop. Secondly, a
sensorless control scheme is designed, which is based on a
combination of field oriented control (FOC) methodology and
robust sliding mode technique. Sufficient conditions are given
to guarantee the stability of the whole closed-loop system.
Furthermore, a Sensorless Control Benchmark is designed in
order to test and to evaluate the performance of sensorless
controllers. Theoretical and experimental results show the
feasibility of the proposed method.
II. OBSERVER DESIGN
A. IM Model
In the rotating (d-q) reference frame, the IM dynamic model
(1) reads ([5])

ω˙r = mφrdisq − cωr − 1J Tl
˙φrd = −aφrd + aMsrisd
ρ˙ = pωr + a
Msr
φrd
isq
i˙sd = −γisd + abφrd + pωrisq + aMsrφrd i2sq
+m1Vsd
i˙sq = −γisq − bpωrφrd − pωrisd − aMsrφrd isdisq
+m1Vsq
(1)
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where respectively isd-isq, Vsd-Vsq , φrd-ρ, ωr-Tl denote the
stator currents and stator voltages, the norm of flux and angle
of flux, the speed and load torque, where the subscripts s and
r refer to the stator and rotor. The parameters a, b, c, γ, Υ,
m and m1 are defined by a = (Rr/Lr), b = (Msr/ΥLsLr),
c = (fv/J), γ =
(
L2rRs+M
2
srRr
ΥLsL2r
)
, Υ =
(
1− (M2sr/LsLr)
)
,
m = (pMsr/JLr), m1 = (1/ΥLs), where Rs and Rr are
the resistances, Ls and Lr are the self-inductances, Msr is
the mutual inductance between the stator and rotor windings,
p is the number of pole-pairs, J is the inertia of the system
(motor and load) and fv is the viscous damping coefficient.
The control inputs are the stator voltages. Only stator current
and stator voltage are measurable. Furthermore, an operating
domain D is defined as follows:
Definition 1: Operation Domain D:
Φrd
max, Isd
max, Isq
max, ωr
max and Tlmax are respectively
the actual maximum values for the flux, currents, speed
and load torque such that |φrd| ≤ Φrdmax, |isd| ≤
Isd
max, |isq| ≤ Isqmax, |ωr| ≤ ωmaxr , |Tl| ≤ Tlmax.
B. Quick Review on the Observability Phenomena of SIM
In [9], we have demonstrated that IM observability cannot
be established in the particular case when the fluxes φrα, φrβ
and the speed ωr are constant even if the higher derivatives
of outputs are used. This operating case coincides with the
following physically interpretations:
1) when the fluxes are constant (φ˙rα = φ˙rβ = 0), or
equivalently the excitation voltage is zero (ωs = 0), it
implies that: pωr + RrTepφ2
d
= ωs = 0 or Tem = −Kωr
where Tem is the electromagnetic torque and K = p
2φ2d
Rr
;
2) if the speed motor is constant, thus Tem = (fvωr+Tl) =
−Kωr. This last equation defines the unobservability
curve in the map (Tl, ωr) with M = p
2φ2d
Rr
+ fv (Fig. 1)
(see [9] for more details).
-
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Fig. 1. Unobservability curve in the map (Tl, ωr) .
Obviously, the observability is lost gradually when we
approach this unobservability curve.
C. Sliding Mode Observer design
Several observers such as the sliding mode observer have
been developed to estimate rotor speed. Sliding mode observer
[2] appears as an important technique, since it offers many
good properties, such as good performance against unmod-
eled dynamics, insensitivity to parameter variations, external
disturbance rejection and fast dynamic response [23].
Since the measurements of the motor are given in the
classical fixed stator frame (a,b,c) while the observer is written
in the frame of the rotating rotor field (d-q), it is thus necessary
to carry out a change of reference from the measures. Initial
measurements are transformed from the three-phase reference
frame to a diphasic reference frame by using the following
Concordia equations:

Vα =
√
2
3 (Va − 12Vb − 12Vc); Vβ =
√
2
3 (Vb − Vc)
iα =
√
2
3 (ia − 12 ib − 12 ic); iβ =
√
2
3 (ib − ic)
where Va, Vb, Vc and ia, ib, ic are the three-phase voltages of
IM and three-phase currents (supposed balanced).
The next step consists in passing in the turning reference
frame by the Park transformation. This transformation requires
the calculation of rotor field frame angle with respect to the
fixed reference frame. This calculation is carried out starting
from the equations of (2) to (4), just as the calculation of the
new measurements to the frame (d-q).
dρˆ
dt
= pωˆr + αr
Msr
φˆrd
isq (2)
Vsd = cos(ρˆ)Vα + sin(ρˆ)Vβ (3)
Vsq = −cos(ρˆ)Vα + sin(ρˆ)Vβ (4)
Let us consider system (1) with the outputs y =
(
isd
isq
)
.
It is easy to check that φrd and ωr of (1) is not observable.
Hence classical observer design techniques cannot be applied.
However, we notice that (1) has a stable zero dynamics [14]
about φrd, with the output y1 = isd and a > 0 in (1), hence by
simply using an estimator, it is possible to estimate or detect
φrd. With the estimation of φrd, then ωr of (1) becomes
observable. Hence we can use a sliding mode observer to
recover ωr.
Remark 1: Since system (1) stays in D defined in Defini-
tion 1, thus it is Bounded Input Bounded State (BIBS).
For system (1), we propose the following sliding mode
observer:

˙ˆ
φrd = −aφˆrd + aMsrisd
˙ˆısd = −γisd + E1abφˆrd + E1aMsrφˆrd i
2
sq
+m1Vsd + E1λ1sgn (isd − ıˆsd)
˙ˆωr = E1mφˆrdisq − E2cω˜r + E2λ2sgn (ω˜r − ωˆr)
(5)
where
sgn(∗) :


1 if ∗ > 0
−1 if ∗ < 0
∈ [−1, 1] . if ∗ = 0
(6)
with the auxiliary state ω˜r = E2λ1sgn(isd−ıˆsd)pisq where
E1 =
{
0, if |φˆrd − φrd| > ǫ
1, if |φˆrd − φrd| ≤ ǫ;
E2 =
{
0, if ıˆsd 6= isd
1, if ıˆsd = isd;
where ǫ is a small positive real and the estimation of load
torque Tl given by the following equation
T˜l = −E3Jλ2sgn (ω˜r − ωˆr) (7)
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where E3 =
{
0, if ωˆr 6= ω˜r
1, if ωˆr = ω˜r.
Theorem 1: For system (1), the proposed observer (5) can
exponentially converge to φrd and estimate ωr and Tl.
Proof: Assuming that E1 = 0 (if E1 = 1 we directly
move to the next step), the observation error dynamics of φrd,
noted as εφrd = φrd− φˆrd, is defined as: ε˙φrd = −aεφrd with
a > 0, and it implies exponential convergence of φˆrd to φrd.
Given a sufficient small real ǫ > 0, we can always find t1,
such that when t > t1, we have εφrd ≤ ǫ, hence we have
E1 = 1 after t > t1. Then we consider the convergence of ıˆsd
to isd. For this, we note εisd = isd − ıˆsd. Since when t > t1
we have E1 = 1 and εφrd ≤ ǫ where ǫ is a sufficient small
real, then
ε˙isd =
(
ab− aMsri
2
sq
φrdφˆrd
)
εφrd + pωrisq − λ1sgn (isd − ıˆsd)
Let us consider the following Lyapunov function: Vεisd =
1
2ε
2
isd
. Since system (1) stays in D, hence if
λ1 = max{pωrisq +
(
ab− aMsri
2
sq
φrdφˆrd
)
εφrd}+ ζisd (8)
with ζisd > 0 and εφrd ≤ ǫ, we have
V˙εisd =
(
pωrisq + (ab− aMsri
2
sq
φrdφˆrd
)εφrd − λ1sgn (εisd)
)
εisd
≤ −ζisd |εisd | = −
√
2ζisdV
1/2
εφrd
which implies the convergence of ıˆsd to isd in a finite
time, noted as t2. Hence after t > t2 > t1, we have
E2 = 1 and ε˙isd = εisd = 0, which gives pωrisq +(
ab− aMsri
2
sq
φrdφˆrd
)
εφrd − λ1sgn (isd − ıˆsd) = 0. Finally we
have ω˜r = ωr +
(
ab− aMsri
2
sq
φrdφˆrd
)
εφrd
pisq
= ωr + E(t) where
E(t) =
(
ab− aMsri
2
sq
φrdφˆrd
)
εφrd
pisq
. Since system (1) stays in D
defined in Definition 1, it can be seen that E(t) and E˙(t) are
bounded and they converge to zero exponentially. Hence we
have the exponential convergence of ω˜r to ωr.
Consequently we have
˙˜ωr = ω˙r + E˙(t) = mφrdisq − cωr − 1
J
Tl + E˙(t)
Analogously, by taking the Lyapunov function: Vεωr =
1
2ε
2
ωr
with εωr = ω˜r − ωˆr, and if
λ2 = max{− 1
J
Tl +misqεφrd + cE(t) + E˙(t)} + ζωr (9)
with ζωr > 0, we have
V˙εωr =
(
− 1
J
Tl +misqεφrd + cE(t) + E˙(t)
)
εωr
−λ2sgn (ω˜r − ωˆr) εωr
≤ −ζωr |εωr | = −
√
2ζωrV
1/2
εωr
which signifies the convergence of ωˆr to ω˜r in a finite time,
noted as t3. Hence after t > t3 > t2, we have E3 = 1 and
ε˙ωr = εωr = 0, which gives T˜l = Tl−Jmisqεφrd −JcE(t)−
J E˙(t). Since ω˜r and φˆrd converge exponentially to ωr and
φrd respectively, which implies εφrd , E(t) and E˙(t) vanish
exponentially. Consequently T˜l converges exponentially to Tl.
III. FOC VIA SLIDING MODE TECHNIQUES
In this section, a controller is designed by combining the
FOC method ([3]) with Sliding Mode Control method (SMC,
[23], [20]). The design procedure is based on the well-known
assumption of current-fed IM (see [15],[5]).
A. Field Oriented Control. Consider the IM dynamic model
given by (1) in the (d-q) reference frame. In this frame the
electromagnetic torque Tem = pMsrLr φrdisq is proportional to
the product of φrd and isq . Thus by holding constant the
magnitude of the rotor flux, a linear relation between isq and
Tem is obtained. In order to cancel the nonlinear dynamics of
isd and isq , the system is forced into current-command mode
by using high gain feedback (see [15],[5]). More precisely,
the following PI current controllers{
Vsd = Kivd
∫ t
0
(i∗sd − isd )dt + Kpvd (i∗sd − isd )
Vsq = Kivq
∫ t
0
(i∗sq − isq)dt + Kpvq(i∗sq − isq)
(10)
are used to force isd and isq to track their respective references
i∗sd and i∗sq and produce fast responses when large feedback
gains are used. Hence, assuming that i∗sd and i∗sq as the new
inputs, it follows that{
ω˙r = mφrdi
∗
sq − cωr − TlJ
˙φrd = −aφrd + aMsri∗sd
(11)
In order to solve the flux and speed trajectory tracking prob-
lem, the following assumption is introduced.
Assumption 1: a- The state initial conditions of the IM are
in the physical domain D.
b- The desired trajectories (φ∗rd and ω∗r ) are in the physical
domain D.
c- The actual load torque is assumed to be bounded by a
maximal fixed value ̺. This maximal value is chosen in
accordance to the realistic torque characteristics of the chosen
drive: |Tl| < ̺.
B. Sliding Mode Control.
Flux controller design. From (11), consider the following
IM flux dynamic equation with uncertainties
φ˙rd = −aφrd +∆aφrd + κi∗sd (12)
where κ = aMsr and ∆a is the uncertainty term of parameter
a. In order to design a flux sliding mode controller, we define
the flux tracking error eφrd = φrd−φ∗rd where φ∗rd is the flux
reference. Then the associated error dynamics is
e˙φrd = −aeφrd + κi∗sd − aφ∗rd − φ˙∗rd +∆aφrd (13)
¿From SMC theory, let us define the φrd flux sliding manifold
as follows
σφrd = eφrd − (kφrd − a)
∫ t
0
eφrd(τ)dτ.
Then the associated Lyapunov function is selected as Vσφrd =
1
2σ
2
φrd
, where its time derivative is given by
V˙σφrd = σφrd [σφrd1 + σφrd2i
∗
sd +∆aφrd] (14)
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with σφrd1 = −kφrdeφrd − aφ∗rd − φ˙∗rd and σφrd2 = κ.
Therefore, the sliding mode controller can be designed as
follows
i∗sd,eq = −
lφrdσφrd + σφrd1 + ηφrdsgn(σφrd)
σφrd2
(15)
with the sign function is defined by (6).
Consequently, (14) becomes
V˙σφrd = −lφrdVσφrd +σφrd [−ηφrdsgn(σφrd)+∆aφrd]. (16)
Choosing lφrd > 0 and ηφrd > max{‖∆aφrd‖} (defined
hereafter), it follows that V˙σφrd ≤ 0. As Vσφrd is contracting.
¿From Assumption (1-a-b), then max{φrd} := Kmaxφrd can
not be greater than max{φrd(0), φ∗rd} + |∆eφrd(0)|. Conse-
quently, ∆aφrd is bounded and can be set as
ηφrd = ∆a
maxKmaxφrd + bφrd (17)
with bφrd a small positive constant. Hence (16) becomes
V˙σφrd = −lφrdVσφrd − bφrd |σφrd |
< −
√
2bφrdV
1/2
which implies that we have σφrd = 0 in a finite time.
Therefore (13) becomes
e˙φrd = (kφrd − a)eφrd . (18)
Hence, the flux tracking error eωr exponentially converges to
0 for (kφrd − a) < 0.
Choosing (15) to force φrd to track its reference φ∗rd ensures
that the flux is properly established in the motor. Hence, after
the IM is fluxed (φrd = φ∗rd = constant), the electromagnetic
torque (Tem) can be rewritten as Tem = KT i∗sq , where KT
is the motor torque constant defined by KT = pMsrLr φrd. As
a consequence, the linear relationship between the input i∗sq
and the speed dynamics ω˙r is obtained. Then, the speed
control is obtained through the input i∗sq via a speed controller
described below.
Speed controller design. Consider the mechanical equation
of (11) including uncertainties as follows
ω˙r = −cωr + hi∗sq + dωr (19)
where h = mφrd and dωr = −∆cωr − TlJ is the term
uncertainty. Defining the speed tracking error eωr = ωr−ω∗r ,
it follows
e˙ωr = −ceωr + hi∗sq − cω∗r − ω˙∗r + dωr (20)
Define now the sliding manifold as follows
σωr = eωr − (kωr − c)
∫ t
0
eωr(τ)dτ (21)
and the candidate Lyapunov function associated to the sliding
manifold (21) is defined as Vσωr = 12σ2ωr . By computing its
time derivative, we obtain
V˙σωr = σωr ˙σωr = σωr [σωr1 + σωr2i
∗
sq + dωr]
where σωr1 = −keωr − cω∗r − ω˙∗r and σωr2 = h.
Then, the speed controller reads
i∗sq,eq = −
lωrσωr + σωr1 + ηωrsgn(σωr)
σωr2
(22)
with the sign function is defined by (6). Then (22) becomes
V˙σωr = −lωrVσωr + σωr [−ηωrsgn(σωr) + dωr ].
By choosing lωr > 0 and ηωr > max{‖dωr‖} (defined
hereafter). From Assumption (1-a-b) then max{ωr} := Kmaxωr
can not be greater than max{|ωr(0)|, |ω∗r |} + |∆eωr(0)|.
Consequently, as dωr = ∆cωr + TlJ then dωr is bounded.
Finally, from Assumption (1-c) ηωr is set as
ηωr = ∆cK
max
ωr +
̺
J
+ bωr (23)
with bωr a small positive constant. Following the same
procedure used for flux, we have V˙σωr < −
√
2bωrV
1/2
, which
means we obtain σωr = 0 in a finite time. Therefore (20)
implies
e˙ωr = (kωr − c)eωr (24)
which makes that the speed tracking error eωr exponentially
converges to 0 for (kωr − c) < 0.
Proposition 1: Consider IM model (11) and suppose that
Assumption 1 is satisfied. Then under the action of speed
controller (22) and flux controller (15), the rotor speed and
the flux track their desired trajectories exponentially.
Proof: Using Vc = 12σ2φrd+ 12σ2ωr as a Lyapunov function
candidate, then the time derivative gives
V˙c = −lφrdVσφrd + [−ηφrdsgn(σφrd) + ∆aφrd]−lωrVσωr + [−ηωrsgn(σωr ) + dωr ]
< −√2bV 1/2
where b = min{bφrd , bωr}. It implies that after a finite time
we have e˙φrd = (kφrd−a)eφrd and e˙ωr = (kωr−c)eωr , hence
we have exponential convergence of the rotor speed and flux.
IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS OF THE CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM
In order to implement controllers (15) and (22), the
speed/flux measures are replaced by their estimates resulting
in the new controllers
i
∗
sd
(
φˆrd
)
=
−lφrdσφˆrd + kφrdeφˆrd + aφ
∗
rd + φ˙
∗
rd − ηφrdsgn(σφˆrd)
κ (25)
and
i
∗
sq (ωˆr)=
−lωrσωˆr + kωreωˆr + cω∗r + ω˙∗r − ηωrsgn(σωˆr )
mφˆrd
(26)
where 

eφˆrd = φˆrd − φ∗rd
eωˆr = ωˆr − ω∗r
σφˆrd = eφˆrd − (kφrd − a)
∫ t
0
eφˆrddτ
σωˆr = eωˆr − (kωr − c)
∫ t
0 eωˆrdτ.
with the speed ωˆr and the flux φˆrd are given by observer (5).
The IM observer must be fluxed to ensure estimated speed
tracking. In order to avoid the singularity in (26), the flux
(5) is initialized with initial conditions different from zero.
In practice, electrical engineers overcome this singularity by
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starting to track firstly the flux φrd to its reference φ∗rd =
constant. The same trick is adopted for the estimated flux
φˆrd by adding an offset ε = 0.05Wb such as
i
∗
sq (ωˆr)=
−lωrσωˆr + kωreωˆr + cω∗r + ω˙∗r − ηωrsgn(σωˆr)
max{φˆrd, ε}m
(27)
Theorem 2: Consider system (1) where (5) is an associated
sliding mode observer which is initialized in D, suppose that
Assumption (1-a-b) holds. Under the action of controllers
defined in (25) and (27), the tracking errors of speed and flux
converge asymptotically to zero.
Proof: By choosing the whole Lyapunov function as
V = V1 + V2 where V1 = 12σ
2
φˆrd
+ 12ε
2
φrd
and V2 = 12σ
2
ωˆr
+
1
2ε
2
ωr , then we have V˙ = V˙1 + V˙2 where
V˙1 = σφˆrd σ˙φˆrd + εφrd ε˙φrd
= σφrd
(
e˙φˆrd − (kφrd − a)eφˆrd
)
+ εφrd
(
φ˙rd − ˙ˆφrd
)
≤ σφˆrd
(
−aeφˆrd + κi
∗
sd
(
φˆrd
)
− aφ∗rd − φ˙∗rd +∆aφˆrd
)
−(kφrd − a)σφˆrdeφˆrd − aε
2
φrd
= σφˆrd
(
−lφrdσφˆrd +∆aφrd − ηφrdsgn(σφˆrd)
)
− aε2φrd
≤ −lφrdσ2φˆrd − bφrd
∣∣∣σφˆrd
∣∣∣ − aε2φrd < −µ1V1
with µ1 = min{2lφrd, 2a} and
V˙2 = σωˆr σ˙ωˆr + ε˙ωrεωr
= σωˆr (e˙ωˆr − (kωr − c)eωˆr) + εωr
(
ω˙r − ˙ˆωr
)
= σωˆr
(−ceωˆr + hi∗sq (ωˆr)− cω∗r − ω˙∗r + dωˆr)
−(kωr − c)σωˆreωˆr − ζωr |εωr |
= σωˆr [−lωrσωˆr + dωˆr − ηωrsgn(σωˆr)]− ζωr |εωr |
≤ −lωrσ2ωˆr − bωr |σωˆr | − ζωr |εωr | < −µ2V
1/2
2
with µ2 = min{
√
2bωr ,
√
2ζωr} since
√
|x| +
√
|y| ≥√
|x|+ |y|. Hence we have
V˙ < −µ1V1 − µ2V 1/22 ≤ 0
which implies asymptotical convergence of speed and flux to
zero.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Here, the tests have been performed with the following IM
values:
Nominal rate power 1.5kW Rs 1.47Ω
Nominal speed 1430 rpm Rr 0.79Ω
Number of pole pairs 2 Ls 0.105H
Nominal voltage 220 V Lr 0.094H
Nominal current 6.1 A J 0.0077Kg.m2
Sampling time 200µ s fv 0.0029Nm.srad
A. Part I: Observer experimental results
Before evaluating the performances of the proposed
observer-controller in closed loop, it is necessary to test and
validate the performances of the proposed observer in open
loop. For that a dedicated benchmark (Fig. 7) is defined to
test observers on and near the unobservability curve1.
1see section II-B for more details
Zone 1. The initial conditions of speed and stator pulsation
are such that the IM is observable (from 0s to 2s).
Zone 2. The stator voltages is forced to zero corresponding
to constant fluxes while the rotor velocity remains constant,
making the state unobservable between 4 and 5 seconds and
between 6 and 7 seconds.
Zone 3. Between 5 and 6 seconds, the rotor moves with a
constant acceleration, allowing to check the observer conver-
gence when the state is slightly observable.
Zone 4. The IM is driven outside the unobservability condi-
tions. Practically, to apply this benchmark, the main difficulty
lies in the simultaneous control of speed and stator pulsation
so that the slip pulsation ωg = ωs − pω does not exceed
a limiting value ωg = RrMsriq/Lrφd , which corresponds
to the highest admissible stator current. The reference slip
pulsation is given in Fig.3.c. In order to respect the above
condition, it is necessary to drive the speed of the motor
by a connected synchronous motor which is controlled to
follow the speed trajectory. Simultaneously, the frequency
of the voltages applied to the IM stator follows the stator
pulsation reference shown in Fig.3. Moreover robustness tests
are defined by realistic variation of stator resistance and stator
inductance. This benchmark is applied on an experimental set-
up. The frequency of the voltages applied to the stator of IM
is controlled by classical U/f control which is independent
of motor measurements and estimated state. At the same
time, the speed of the IM is controlled by the connected
synchronous motor using speed measurement. The sliding
mode observer uses only the measurement of stator voltages
and stator currents.
Fig. 2. Pie chart of the sliding mode observer.
The block scheme used in experimental set-up to test the
sliding mode observer in open loop is presented in Fig.
2. The block ’sliding mode observer’ uses only the stator
current measurements in the reference rotating frame (d− q)
to estimate the speed, flux, load torque and the angle of flux
(after using the transformation of Concordia and Park). The
block ’U/f Controller’ provides classical U/f control which is
independent of motor measurements and estimated state. This
block controls the frequency of the voltages applied to the
stator (defined in the ’Observer Benchmark’) by its inverter.
At the same time, the track of the reference speed trajectory
(defined in the ’Observer Benchmark’) is imposed to the IM
by the connected also synchronous motor via its inverter.
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The parameters 2 λ1 and λ2, of observer (5) are chosen as
λ1 = 1000, λ2 = 800.
Remark 2: Due to experimental conditions (temperature,
...), the identified parameters are not exactly the real param-
eters of IM. The control experimental conditions are nearly
different compared to the identification conditions and more-
over the identification methodology has a certain uncertainty
in its results. Thus this case is already a first robustness test.
Speed estimation (Fig. 3)
On Fig. 3 the speed responses for identified parameters
(nominal case) and case with stator resistance variation are
shown. For robustness test case (+50%ofRs), the speed is
affected a little compared to nominal case when the observer is
under observable conditions and near unobservable conditions.
Load torque and flux estimation (Fig. 4 and 6)
Fig. 4 and 6 display the current and flux responses for
identified parameters (nominal case) and case with stator
resistance variation. The +50% variation on Rs affects clearly
the flux response (Fig. 6) under observable and unobservable
conditions according to the nominal case.
On the other hand, the tracking in load torque (Fig. 4) is
not affected with this positive resistance variation when the
IM is under observable conditions but it is sensible a little on
the unobservable conditions.
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By comparing the experimental results obtained with the
interconnected high gain observer given by [9], it can be
remarked that the proposed sliding mode observer is stable
near unobservable curve while the interconnected high gain
becomes unstable. The main reason for this difference between
the behavior of the two observers near unobservable curve lies
in their estimation error gains. The proposed sliding mode
observer uses gains which are preliminary fixed. The inter-
connected high gain observer uses gains which are computed
2guidelines parameters tuning are given in Appendix
at each iteration of the observer by solving Lyapunov equation.
B. Part II: Observer-controller experimental results
Now the proposed FOC-SMC using sliding mode observer
in closed loop, is tested on an experimental set-up. A
Sensorless Control Benchmark defines the adequate reference
trajectories to evaluate the performances of the sensorless
control algorithms under the following operating conditions
(Fig. 7).
• Area 1. Low speed with nominal load (from 1s to 3s).
• Area 2. High speed with nominal load (from 4s to 6s).
• Area 3. Very low speed (zero frequency) with nominal
load (the IM is unobservable 3 from 7s to 9s).
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Fig. 7. Control benchmark
The parameters4 of controllers (10) and (25)-(27) are chosen
as follows: Kpvd = 2, Kpvq = 2, KIvd = 0.05, KIvq = 0.05,
ηφrd = 10, kφrd = −80, lφrd = 4, ηωr = 5, kωr = −40,
lωr = 2. Those of the observer are done in section (V-A).
Fig. 8. Pie chart of the observer-controller
The block scheme chart used in experimental set-up to test
the law control with observer in closed loop is presented in
Fig. 8. The block ”Sliding Mode Observer” uses only the
stator current measurements in the reference rotating frame
(d−q) to estimate the currents, speed, flux amplitude and flux
angle. The block ”Sliding Mode and Field Oriented Control”
contains the proposed controller. This block uses the estimates
3see section II-B for more details
4guidelines parameters tuning are given in Appendix
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of speed, flux amplitude and flux angle given by the block
”Sliding Mode Observer” and the current measurements after
using the transformation of Park and Concordia. Then, it gives
the inputs control in the reference fixed frame (a,b,c) after us-
ing the inverse transformations of Park and Concordia. These
control inputs drive the inverter to impose the speed and flux
reference trajectories (defined by the ”Control Benchmark”).
The track of the reference load torque trajectory (also defined
in the ”Control Benchmark”) is imposed by the connected
synchronous motor.
1) Case with identified parameters: Fig. 9 and 10 show
the experimental results in case where identified parameters
are used to design the flux and speed sliding mode control
with sliding mode observer (observer-controller scheme).
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We can remark that both systems ”Control+Observer” give
good performances i) in term of trajectory tracking: the motor
speed (Fig. 9.b) tracks correctly its reference (Fig. 9.a)
even under unobservable conditions (between 7 and 9 sec),
nevertheless it appears a small static error when the motor
is under unobservable conditions, ii) in term of perturbation
rejection: the load torque is very well rejected under low speed
and high speed (Fig. 9: 1.5 s, Fig. 9: 2.5 s and Fig. 9: 5
s). For estimated flux (Fig. 10), the same conclusion is given
and moreover it exists a small peaking at the beginning (Fig.
10.b) which is due to initial conditions. Control efforts Vsd
and Vsq are shown in figure (11). In figure 11 the measured
and reference currents of isd and isq are displayed.
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Remark 3: Remark (2) is introduced here.
2) Robustness case: To check the robustness of the de-
signed Control-Observer with respect to motor parameters
variation, a stator resistance variation of +50% is considered.
The results that we have obtained are depicted in Figures 13
and 14. It can be noticed that for motor speed (Fig. 13),
the increase of the rotor resistance affects the performances
of both ”Control+Observer” at high and low speed conditions
compared with the previous case. It appears a small static
error at the time when the load torque is applied (Fig. 13: 1.5
s and Fig. 13: 5 s) and when the load torque is removed
(Fig. 13: 2.5 s). When the motor is under unobservable
conditions (between 7 and 9 sec), the static error is improved.
For estimated flux (Fig. 14), the results are nearly similar
compared with the previous case.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a step by step sliding mode observer has firstly
been designed to estimate the speed, flux and the load torque of
SIM even at very low speed conditions. Based on Lyapunov
theory, the convergence of the proposed observer is proved.
Experimental results show that the proposed observer is stable
near and under unobservable conditions. The robustness of
the proposed observer is verified according to +50% stator
resistance variation where it was found that the flux and speed
estimations are sensible to this variation.
Secondly, a field oriented control combined with sliding
mode controller is designed to steer the estimated speed
and flux magnitude to their desired trajectories and stability
analysis based on Lyapunov theory is given. Furthermore,
sufficient conditions to guarantee the convergence of the whole
control-observer system are presented.
The proposed controller using the designed observer in
closed loop has been tested and validated by an experimental
set-up using the reference trajectories of a realistic sensorless
control benchmark. The robustness of the proposed controller
using a sliding mode observer was experimentally verified with
respect to significant test (resistance variation).
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Appendix: Parameters tuning of the observer-controller scheme
- The gains λ1 and λ2 of the observer (5) are chosen to satisfy
equations (8) and (9) respectively.
- For the controller given by (10), the parameters Kpvd, Kpvq, KIvd,
KIvq are determined as follows :
Considering the dynamic equations of isd and isq given by (1) without
nonlinearities and coupling terms{
i˙sd = −γisd + m1usd
i˙sq = −γisq + m1usq
(28)
Writing the transfer function which lies the stator currents of (28) with
their references given by (10) as a second order system in closed loop,
it follows 

isd
i∗sd
=
w2nd
s2 + 2ζwnd + w
2
nd
isq
i∗sq
=
w2nq
s2 + 2ζwnq + w2nq
By imposing ζ = 1 to avoid peaking and a currents bands-widths FBD
at least less than a middle of Fe = 1/Te where Te = 200µs is the
sampling time: 

ζ = 1
wnd = 2piFBD
wnq = 2piFBD
the parameters Kpvd, Kpvq, KIvd, KIvq can be established:

Kpvd =
2ζ − γ
m1
, T ivd =
2ζ − γ
w2nd
Kpvq =
2ζ − γ
m1
, T ivq =
2ζ − γ
w2nq
where KIvd =
Kpvd
T ivd
and KIvq =
Kpvq
T ivq
.
- For the controller given by (25)-(27), lφrd > 0, lωr > 0 and the
parameters kφrd , kωr , ηφrd and ηωr are chosen to satisfy respectively(18), (24), (17) and (23).
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